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This article is a selective theory-driven review that synthesizes recent neuroscience
findings concerning mental workload during complex cognition from the perspec-
tive of a functional resource theory called 3CAPS, focusing on the concept of
capacity utilization. Capacity utilization refers to the proportion of resources that
is being consumed in a given time interval in a given cognitive system. This
definition integrates the dynamic effects of (a) the computational demand
imposed by a task, and (b) the resource supply in an individual that is available
to meet that demand. The analysis reveals that the functional relations between
capacity utilization and measures of neural activity are similar across three dif-
ferent cognitive systems (language comprehension, visuospatial processing and
executive processing). The measures of neural activity include functional neuroi-
maging, pupillary dilation and event-related potentials. The construct of capacity
utilization provides a mapping between a functional architecture of cognition and
aspects of its neural implementation.

1. Introduction

That thinking is information processing is the fundamental insight of the cognitive
revolution, but it fails to directly address one of the key issues in ergonomics, namely
cognitive workload. Information processing theories of cognition often focus on
representations and algorithms in order to abstractly characterize the transformation
of information from input to output. This simplification is useful but neglects to
acknowledge that thinking is biological work and, as in any biological system, the
activity entails a consumption of a limited pool of resources. This activity can occur
at various levels of intensity, up to some upper limit. From an ergonomic perspec-
tive, it is important to empirically and theoretically characterize this intensity dimen-
sion of thought, to be able to say what it means to be ‘thinking harder’. Purely
behavioural measures fail to provide a fully satisfactory index of this aspect of
cognition, hence the need for neuroindices of cognition. This paper develops a theor-
etical framework that relates cognitive workload to resource consumption and avail-
ability, and describes results from a variety of studies that show a systematic relation
between cognitive workload and several physiological measures of cognitive work-
load, namely functional neuroimaging measures, pupillary dilation and event-related
potentials (ERPs).
A central goal of this article is to propose an explicit mapping between the

workings of the cognitive system at the functional level and the amount of activity
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in the underlying cortical neural systems during immediate thought. By immediate
thought, we refer to cognitive processes that tend to be relatively brief (less than 30 s)
and involve novel computations, such as the processes in comprehending sentences,
manipulating visual images and solving problems. These processes can be contrasted
with others that are currently outside the scope of the theory, including the acquisi-
tion or retrieval of declarative knowledge and low-level perceptual and motor pro-
cesses. The goal of the article is to provide some unifying principles concerning
resource consumption at the functional and neural levels across several cognitive
domains.
In mapping between cognitive function and neural processing, we examine three

different measures of neural activity: functional neuroimaging measures, pupillary
dilation and event related potentials (ERPs). Although each measure has a tech-
nology and methodology of its own, we suggest that they can be viewed as indices of
neural activation and resource consumption; hence, they can be interpreted in terms
of a theory in which cognitive activity entails a dynamic modulation of resource
consumption. Thus, this theory-driven review paper integrates several findings using
disparate types of dependent measures to reveal the high-level similarities across the
domains of language comprehension, visuospatial processing and problem solving.
This paper begins by briefly summarizing a cognitive theory of resource con-

sumption and its relation to the underlying neural systems. This theory, specified
within a computational architecture called 3CAPS (Just and Carpenter 1992, Just
and Varma 2002), proposes that cognitive processes are modulated by the amount
and type of resources demanded in a task relative to the supply of those resources
that the individual has available. To analyze the effect of resource demand, we will
consider studies that manipulate task demands. To analyze the effect of resource
supply, we will consider variations in individual differences in processing skill among
normal adults. After the description of 3CAPS, we examine how resource demand
and supply may relate to indices of neural processing in three cognitive systems:
language, spatial and executive processing.

2. A resource theory of working memory systems

Previous resource theories, typically developed to account for low-level attention
tasks, refer to some underlying commodity that enables performance, usually label-
ling it either ‘capacity’ or ‘resources’ (Kahneman 1973, Norman and Bobrow 1975,
Navon and Gopher 1979, Wickens 1984). Their central assumption was that more
difficult tasks consume more resources. Although these earlier theories met some
success in cognitive psychology and ergonomics, they shared two major problems
(Navon 1984): (a) failing to define the resource independently of the behavioural or
brain activity outcome, and (b) failing to specify how the resource is consumed on-
line by the cognitive system to support dynamic cognitive activities. The computa-
tionally-based resource theory that we briefly describe here, called 3CAPS, addresses
and overcomes both of these challenges (Just and Carpenter 1992).

2.1. Basic mechanisms and assumptions of the theory
The fundamental assumption of the current theory is that immediate thought is
supported by a set of limited, system-specific activation resources that enable the
maintenance of representations and the cognitive operations themselves. At a macro-
level, the entire cognitive system is composed of several major interconnected
systems, each of which is supported by its own activation resource pool. Within a
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system, such as the language processing system, demand for activation resources

arises from keeping the activation levels of needed representational elements above

some threshold level and from executing computations, which entails propagating
additional activation to selected elements. The computations are performed by acti-

vation-based production rules (if–then rules or condition–action contingencies). As

long as the condition elements of a rule have an adequately high activation level,

then the rule ‘fires’ by propagating activation to its action elements, possibly for
several iterations. A parsing production rule, for example, might have as its con-

dition the encoding of a definite article (the) and, as its action, increasing the activa-

tion associated with the representation of a noun phrase.

Basic to 3CAPS is the idea that the supply of the activation resources within a
system is limited. If the productions require a large amount of activation (relative to

the supply) to complete their functions or if there are too many elements to keep

activated in the face of demanding computations, then the demands on the resource
pool may begin to outstrip the supply. In such cases, less activation will be propa-

gated per cycle to each action element than would otherwise be the case. The pro-

pagation of activation is scaled back in proportion to the amount of activation

shortage. This slows the processing rate by requiring the production to fire over
more cycles to activate its target to a given level. Activation may also be conserved

by deallocating some of the activation associated with previously activated elements,

producing gradual forgetting.

Within this framework, the amount of demand that a task imposes on a resource
pool can be defined as the number of units of activation required over a given time

interval to perform the task. This quantity can be measured over the course of the

model’s performance of the task. Furthermore, the size of the supply of resources for

a system is assumed to vary among normal individuals (due to practice or more
physiological factors) and to be a source of individual differences in cognitive per-

formance. Moreover, pathological neurological changes in an adult, such as those

associated with strokes or dementia, may be viewed as reducing the resource supply
(Miyake et al. 1994a, Haarmann et al. 1997).

Besides these assumptions about the resources, the theory also proposes a par-

ticular cognitive architecture that we will briefly describe here because it guides the

interpretation of the research.{ The 3CAPS architecture is a hybrid system with both
symbolic and connectionist features. The connectionist mechanisms have to do with

the activation-based processing and storage that gives each function a graded quality

and the potential for several processes to be executed in parallel. The symbolic

mechanisms consist of the condition–action rules that express procedural knowledge
and the production-system control regimen. If the activation of the elements in a

condition side of a rule reaches a threshold, the production fires, incrementing the

activation of the action elements. The processing is graded in the sense that produc-
tion rules fire reiteratively, as long as their conditions are satisfied, usually until they

attain their goal or some steady state. Thus, conditions and actions are linked by
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productions that propagate activation to action elements. The production rules are
like dynamically formed links between nodes in a connectionist network (Carpenter
and Just 1999) and self-schedule themselves based on the emergence of their enabling
conditions, without any central control mechanism (such as a central executive).
Furthermore, the processing can be parallel, in that all satisfied productions can
fire concurrently in a given cycle if resources permit it; the processing can also be
serial, if the initiation of some production is dependent on the activation of a product
of some preceding computation.

2.2. The concept of capacity utilization
This framework provides a concrete operationalization of capacity utilization, a
concept that was originally proposed in economics and refers to the proportion of
resources that a system uses in a given time interval. For example, if a manufacturing
plant operates for 8 h on a given day but is capable of operating a maximum of 24 h
per day, then the capacity utilization is 33% for that day. Analogously, if an indi-
vidual needs 15 units of activation to perform a cognitive task and has a total of 60
units of activation available, the capacity utilization for the duration of that task is
25%. If a more difficult version of the task requires 30 units of activation, then it
would have a capacity utilization of 50%. Or, if an individual had a total of only 30
units available rather than 60, the capacity utilization for a 30 unit task would be
100%. These examples illustrate how capacity utilization is conjointly determined
both by the amount of resources required by the task (i.e. demand) and the amount
of resources available in the system (i.e. supply). In this article, we demonstrate that
the concept of capacity utilization can be related to physiologically-based measures
of brain activity obtained during cognitive tasks, including neuroimaging, pupil
dilation and ERPs.
One important reason to turn to physiological measures of brain activity is that

capacity utilization does not map directly onto traditional behavioural measures,
such as response time or errors. Consider the issue of capacity utilization in the
domain of mental arithmetic, in which one might compare a relatively easy but
time consuming task of mentally adding a long list of single digit numbers
(3þ 2þ 5þ 2þ 3þ 1þ 4þ 6þ 1þ . . . ¼ ?) versus a more demanding task (e.g.
63� 28 ¼ ?). The durations of the two tasks could be equated by choosing an
appropriate list length for the addition task. Nevertheless, the addition task is pos-
tulated to draw on fewer resources for simultaneous processing and storage than
does the multiplication task. The capacity theory, thus, predicts that there should be
less brain activity in relevant areas during the addition task, even if the total dura-
tions of the two tasks are made equal.
The construct of capacity utilization focuses on a dimension that has been diffi-

cult to measure and that is often neglected in cognitive theory in spite of its import-
ance: a characterization of how hard a cognitive system has to work to perform a
given task (Just et al. 1996c). It seems introspectively obvious that our minds work
much harder at some times than at other times. This notion of the mind’s ‘working
harder’ is concretized in the model, which provides mechanisms for mapping from
processing characteristics to capacity utilization (as well as to response times and
error rates). The mechanisms in the model that modulate capacity utilization during
processing ultimately provide a measure of the total activation consumed during
processing, which can be compared to the neuroindices of capacity utilization.
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Similarly, the mechanisms in the model that modulate the processing time pro-

vide measures of the time course of processing as well as the total processing time,
both of which can be compared to behavioural measures obtained from human
subjects. The model’s processing time (the number of cycles of condition evaluations

and subsequent firings) is determined partly by the capacity-constrained processing,
such that the number of cycles required to perform some information operation is
determined by resource availability, as is the determination of whether two or more

processes are executed in parallel versus serially. Of course, a major determinant of
processing time in the model is the number of processing steps that must be executed
in sequence, which would be determined in the example above largely by the number

of single digits to be added together.
We can use the example of the arithmetic tasks above to illustrate the concept of

capacity utilization in the context of a 3CAPS model of the two contrasting tasks. In
the single-digit addition task, we will ignore the need for a general addition algor-
ithm and describe how one might calculate sums less than 100. The heart of this

simple model would be the execution of several productions that would attempt to
either retrieve or calculate the new running sum. The firing of a production would
propagate activation to the new running sum over several cycles, with the amount

being propagated per cycle being proportional to a parameter that links the con-
dition and action. A verbal description of the productions is as follows:

(a) If there is a newly encoded digit (X) and a single-digit running sum
! then retrieve the sum of X and running sum

(b) If there is a newly encoded digit (X) and a multi-digit running sum

! retrieve the sum of X and ones digit of running sum and maintain carry
(c) If there is a carry and partially revised sum

! then add the carry to the running sum’s tens digit.

The difficulty of a sum retrieval process is partly a function of the frequency with
which one has retrieved these facts in the past (Siegler and Shipley 1995). Thus, the

frequency of the fact would affect the parameter that dictates the activation level of a
condition element, which in turn determines how much activation is propagated to

the action elements, with more activation being propagated per cycle if it is a more
frequent fact. The difficulty is also affected by whether there is a need to calculate the
sum (productions (b) and (c)) rather than retrieve them. For our addition example

(3þ 2þ 5þ 2þ 3þ 1þ 4þ 6þ 1þ . . . ¼ ?), most adults would probably be able to
retrieve successive running sums with relatively little calculation.
In a 3CAPS model of mental multiplication, of the type required for calculating

the answers to problems like 63� 28 ¼ ?, the total demand for activation is on
average higher than in the single-digit addition task. Several productions would
express the multiplication algorithm. It would involve activating to threshold several

successive products, maintaining numerous intermediate results (i.e. the products of
3� 8; 3� 2; 6� 8 and 6� 2), activating the intermediate and final sums, and keeping
track of where one is in the process. Because products are less frequently retrieved

than sums, the individual retrievals would take longer than in the simple addition
problem. More strikingly, the necessity of maintaining the intermediate products
would also consume some activation. Consequently, the amount of activation con-

sumed in a given time interval during the processing of this type of problem would be
high. Thus, even though the two tasks could be designed to take the same amount of
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time, the prediction is that the resource consumption in the multiplication task
would be greater than in the sequential addition task.
The 3CAPS theory focuses on capacity utilization at a particular system level

that aggregates over lower-levels processes that undoubtedly exist and may even set
parameters on the efficiency of processes at the higher-level. For example, the activa-
tion to threshold of a particular set of representations likely entails the inhibition of
competing representations, although that is not yet incorporated into some of the
3CAPS models or in this mapping. The specific goal is to use the 3CAPS architecture
to focus on the dynamics of resource modulation during immediate thought.
The theory postulates separate pools of resources for language processing and for

spatial processing, based on numerous psychometric studies of cognitive abilities
among normal young adults that find a separation of a verbal and a spatial factor
(Carroll 1993, Shah and Miyake 1996). Furthermore, recent neuroimaging and
neuropsychological studies of pre-frontal cortex suggest that there may be a third
resource pool associated with executive processes (Duncan et al. 1996, 2000).
Although the functional organization among these systems is unknown, it appears
that the executive system plays a role in coordinating among systems, such as
between the language and spatial systems. It may also play a role in maintaining a
response over a delay period. Finally, it may play a role when a task is highly
demanding for an individual, even if the task is entirely linguistic or entirely spatial.
We describe the nature of the executive system in more detail below.
We further assume that different tasks can draw on each of the resource pools to

different degrees. For example, language comprehension may primarily be supported
by the language pool, and visuospatial reasoning may draw primarily on the spatial
pool (Just and Carpenter 1992, Shah and Miyake 1996). However, just as discourse
comprehension sometimes involves the construction of a spatial mental model of the
situation (Friedman and Miyake 2000) and visuospatial reasoning tasks may some-
times invoke verbal strategies (Reid and Nygren 1988), many cognitive tasks are
likely to draw on multiple resource pools to a different extent. In a 3CAPS model,
there can be three resource pools of activation corresponding to these three systems.
In this article, we do not need to specify the mapping between cognitive systems and
tasks more precisely because we restrict our analysis to tasks that vary quantitatively
while involving qualitatively similar processes. Thus, our primary focus is on slightly
more demanding versus less demanding versions of the same type of task in either the
linguistic, spatial or problem solving domain.

2.3. Mapping 3CAPS activity onto neural processes
The cortical neural systems corresponding to language, spatial and executive systems
consist of several anatomically distinct regions. For example, language is partially
subserved by cortical regions in the frontal and in the temporal lobes, more actively
so in the left hemisphere, but also in the right. Each region may be further decom-
posable, but treating the language comprehension system as a single entity is a useful
level of aggregation for our analysis. Furthermore, we make no claims about further
decomposing or exhaustively enumerating the components of the systems. The ana-
tomical correspondences are intentionally stated here without further precision
because the critical mapping does not require (although it might benefit from)
increasing anatomical precision.
The neural resources are assumed to consist of several diverse components, such

as neurotransmitters’ functioning, the various metabolic systems supporting the
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neural system, and also the structural connectivity or integrity of the neural systems.
This view of the constituency of neural resources draws from the concept of neural-
systems efficiency of the type described by Parks et al. (1989), according to which the
efficiency of a neural system is affected by the brain’s neurochemistry, its cortical
structural integrity, the topographical distribution of neuronal networks and the
strategy (the actual cognitive processes that are executed). Parks et al. supported
the general construct of neural system efficiency by showing a correlation between
resting-state Positron Emission Tomography (PET) measures of glucose metabolism
in Alzheimer patients and behavioural measures of performance in neuropsycho-
logical tests. Specifically, greater impairment was correlated with lower resting-state
metabolic rate. Our interpretation of this finding is similar to Parks et al.’s, although
the terminology is slightly different. We interpret the resting state PET measure as an
index of the size of the potential resource supply: the lower the potential supply, the
greater the impairment in the neuropsychological tests.
The current article examines the relation between resource consumption at the

neural level and at the cognitive level, as specified by the 3CAPS architecture, for
three cognitive systems. The claim is that for a certain range of task demand, there is
a positive relation between the capacity utilization in a given cognitive system and
the amount of metabolic activity. Thus, the amount of observed brain activity within
this range should be related to resource consumption (such as rate or amount)
relative to resource supply. We will examine three measures of brain activity that
may serve as indices of capacity utilization in the brain. One is functional brain
imaging, which relates to the amount of neural activation in a particular brain
area and may reflect capacity utilization of neural systems within that area. The
second is pupillary dilation, which may reflect an overall aggregate of capacity
utilization that seems not to be system specific. (Although the neural basis of the
link between the pupillary response and cognitive function is not yet known, current
brain imaging technology should make it possible to determine the relevant neural
substrate). The third is the relative magnitude of some ERP components, which may
reflect the relative degree of capacity utilization. All three measures provide informa-
tion about capacity utilization within large neural systems in a way that can be
related to capacity utilization at the cognitive level.

3. The language system

The language comprehension system processes and coordinates the lexical, syntactic,
thematic and pragmatic relations among a sequence of words and phrases to recover
the meaning of their configuration. These processes emerge from a complex inter-
action between large-scale interconnected networks of brain areas. The classic char-
acterization, based on clinical studies of aphasic patients tracing back to the time of
Broca and Wernicke, primarily associates language production with Broca’s area
and language comprehension with Wernicke’s area. Recent neuroimaging studies of
the processing of verbal stimuli provide additional anatomical precision concerning a
likely major function associated with some other cortical areas: auditory encoding is
primarily associated with Heschl’s gyrus (Binder et al. 1994), visual word-form
encoding is primarily associated with the middle occipital gyrus and left extrastriate
area (Howard et al. 1992) and lexical access may be primarily associated with the left
middle temporal gyrus (Stowe et al. 1994), although it may be quite widely distrib-
uted in the left perisylvian region (Ojemann 1991).
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3.1. Functional imaging of language processing
Measures of functional brain activity, such as glucose metabolism rate or oxygen
concentration, may provide a quantitative index of the amount of capacity utiliza-
tion in a system or sub-system under certain circumstances. Of course, different
metabolic measures have different properties (for reviews, see Haxby et al. 1991,
Metter and Hanson 1994, Sergent 1994). For example, Blood Oxygen Level Depen-
dent (BOLD) contrast in functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) measures
neural activity via the increased flow of blood to the site of the computation. Thus,
fMRI has slightly different properties than PET, which measures variation in the
metabolism of glucose. These different physiological processes affect the time course
and range over which the measure relates to the underlying neural activities. How-
ever, within these bounds, these measures may be quantitative indices that can relate
to capacity utilization in a functional model of processing.

3.1.1. Resource demand: complex sentence processing: As sentence comprehension
becomes more complex because of syntactic and semantic factors, the 3CAPS si-
mulation requires more activation resources to perform the computations and to
maintain the activated representations of the component word meanings, proposi-
tions and relational structures. The increases in activation in the model due to
task demand correlates with increases in the amount of fMRI-measured brain acti-
vation (Just et al. 1996c). The amount of activation in four cortical areas
(Wernicke’s, Broca’s, and their right hemisphere homologues) was examined in 15
normal right-handed adults, as a function of the demand imposed by the compre-
hension of three sentence types that are superficially similar (each containing two
clauses and the same number of content words) but that differ in structural com-
plexity and, hence, in the demand they impose (see table 1). Whereas type 1 sen-
tences contain active clauses that are simply conjoined, the more complex type 2
sentences contain a relative clause that interrupts a main clause, causing additional
maintenance. Finally, in type 3 sentences the main clause is interrupted, and the
first noun plays different roles in the two clauses (as the subject of the main clause
and the object of the relative clause).{
The results, presented in figure 1, show that the processing of more complex

sentences leads to an increase in the volume of neural tissue that is highly activated
in all four areas, Wernicke’s area, Broca’s area, and their right hemisphere homo-
logues. We use the termWernicke’s area for convenience in referring to the posterior
superior and middle temporal gyrus, and Broca’s area for the inferior frontal gyrus,
acknowledging that there are no clear cytoarchitectonic boundaries differentiating
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Table 1. Three types of stimulus sentences differing in structural complexity.

(1) Active conjoined The reporter attacked the senator and admitted the error.
(2) Subject relative clause The reporter that attacked the senator admitted the error.
(3) Object relative clause The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error.

{ Supporting this complexity analysis, several studies have demonstrated that the most
complex type (type 3, object relatives) produced longer processing times (King and Just 1991)
and higher error rates (Miyake et al. 1994b) than the less complex type (type 2, subject
relatives).



these areas from those that surround them. Again, our emphasis is more on the
functional relations than on localization, because the ‘location’ depends partly on
the task demand. In this study, the demand is generated by computations beyond
lexical processing (given that lexical content was equivalent across conditions), and

such processes may include syntactic, thematic, referential processing, or some com-
bination of them.
To illustrate the increasing level of activation within Wernicke’s area, figure 2

shows a representative functional image from the most activated slice of one parti-
cipant, superimposed on the structural brain image, showing in white the voxels that
are significantly activated for each condition. This particular slice shows little of the
activation in the right homologue or in Broca’s area or its right-hemisphere homo-
logue. Because the activation in Broca’s area was difficult to evaluate precisely given
the location of the axial scans, the activation was assessed in five of the 15 partici-
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Figure 1. The top panels indicate the mean number of voxels activated per condition in the
left (Wernicke’s area) and right laterosuperior temporal cortex (and standard errors of the
means over 15 participants). The bottom panels indicate the means in the left (Broca’s area)
and right inferior frontal cortex (and standard errors of the means over only five partici-
pants). From Just et al. (1996c: 115), copyright 1996 by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Reprinted with permission.
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pants (hence, the larger error bars) who were additionally scanned in an ancillary
study using coronal slices and presenting comparable sentences. It has been sug-
gested that this region might be the generator of the phonological code and/or it
might be involved in syntactic processing, both of which may be required in com-
prehending these complex sentences. The modulated activation of the right homo-
logue of Wernicke’s area is consistent with the proposal that it, too, is part of the
language network, in addition to being evoked in the processing of figurative (non-
literal) language (Bottini et al. 1994) and prosodic information (Tompkins and
Mateer 1985). The modulated activation in four areas suggests that related compu-
tations may occur in a network of areas, including areas that are quite widely distrib-
uted. The important result for the current thesis is that the volume of fMRI-
measured activation increases with the demand of the comprehension task in a
number of cortical areas subserving language comprehension, consistent with the
proposal that measures of the amount of brain activation reflect capacity utilization.

3.1.2. Resource demand: brain activation in a language working memory task:
fMRI-measured activation is also related to the presence of another type of de-
mand that is imposed in the context of the reading span task, which is intended to
make simultaneous demands on processing and storage. The reading span task
(Daneman and Carpenter 1980) requires individuals to comprehend a short se-
quence of sentences while maintaining an active representation of the sentence-
final words without covert rehearsal for recall. The fMRI study (Just et al. 1996b)
compared activation in normal sentence reading to that in the span task, which re-
quires additional maintenance. In a read-only condition, participants silently read
and comprehended a short sequence of sentences. In a read-and-maintain condi-
tion, participants read and comprehended each sentence and, additionally, main-
tained the sentence-final words for later recall. The test assumes that the storage
of the sentence-final words draws at least in part on the same resources as sen-
tence processing. To ensure that the sentences were being comprehended and to
decrease covert rehearsal, each sentence was verified as true or false, such as ‘It is
known that most people use their right hand to eat, write or drink’. As soon as
the participant verified the sentence, the next sentence appeared for verification.
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Figure 2. Thresholded fMRI brain activation images (superimposed on structural images)
for one slice from one participant for each of four conditions compared to the rest condi-
tion. The voxels that are significantly activated in the left laterosuperior temporal cortex
(Wernicke’s area, indicated by the white rectangle) generally increase in number with sen-
tence complexity (the left hemisphere is depicted on the right). From Just et al. (1996c: 115),
copyright 1996 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Reprinted
with permission.



The results from all four participants clearly supported the hypothesis that at
least some of the same resources support sentence comprehension and storage of the
final words. The read-only condition and the read-and-maintain condition both
activated the same brain areas, namely Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas, the two
major areas activated in the preceding fMRI comprehension study. In addition,
the results supported the critical prediction that the amount of activation should
be greater in one or more of these areas in the read-and-maintain condition than in
the read-only condition because the demand on the common resource pool is greater
when both comprehension and the ancillary maintenance are required. In all four
participants, there was a reliably higher degree of activation in the read-and-main-
tain condition than in the read-only condition in Wernicke’s area. Figure 3 shows
that the number of reliably activated voxels in the most activated axial slice depicting
Wernicke’s area (boxed area) was greater in the read-and-maintain condition (the
right hand column) for each of the four participants. Although the activation in
Broca’s area also increased somewhat, the increase was much smaller and less re-
liable than in Wernicke’s area. Thus, the extra demand imposed by the reading span
task results in more fMRI-measured activation in a brain area associated with
sentence comprehension. This is consistent with the hypothesis that capacity utiliza-
tion varies with task demand and that fMRI-measured activation can reflect capacity
utilization.
The increase in activation in an area could be due to an increase in the number of

activated neurons or increased activity in the same set of neurons. Both studies (Just
et al. 1996b, c) provide evidence for both measures at this resolution. Moreover,
there is no reason to think that the mechanisms are mutually exclusive. For example,
it is known that intensity at the sensory level is coded by both an increase in the
number of activated neurons as well as an increase in the firing rate of some neurons
(Martin 1991).{

3.1.3. Effects of resource supply: individual differences in language processing: The
theory proposes that, in any given task, more skilled individuals should have
lower capacity utilization and less brain activation than those with less skill, as-
suming that both groups can perform the task. The prediction stems from the as-
sumption that a higher level of skill or ability effectively constitutes a larger
resource supply. Supporting data come from a PET study of individual differences
in a language-production task called verbal fluency, in which participants generate
as many words as possible that begin with a given stimulus letter (Parks et al.
1988). The component processes in this task are not well specified, but they in-
clude generating candidate words, evaluating them, inhibiting the previously
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{ As mentioned earlier, the theory’s emphasis on activation should not be taken as a
position on the role of inhibition, although it does raise the empirical question of how inhibi-
tion might be measured using either BOLD fMRI or PET metabolic indices of neuronal

processing. Specifically, inhibition could be reflected as a decrease in blood flow, as Grasby
et al. (1993, 1994) suggested when they observed systematic decreases in PET-measured blood
flow in several areas in a digit span task. However, decreased blood flow could also reflect a
redistribution of blood due to demand in other areas (Sergent 1994) or, in some cases, differ-

ences between experimental conditions that negatively covary with other processes. In any
case, the theory’s emphasis on activation reflects its lack of development with respect to
inhibition.
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Figure 3. Thresholded fMRI brain activation images (superimposed on structural images)
for one slice from each of four participants in the read-only condition (left-hand column)
and in the read-and-maintain condition (right-hand column). The white rectangle highlights
part of Wernicke’s area, and the small white voxels are those that are significantly activated
in that condition compared to the rest condition (the left hemisphere is depicted on the
right). From Just et al. (1996b: 776), copyright 1996 by the American Psychological Asso-
ciation, Inc. Reprinted with permission.



emitted items and searching for alternatives. These search and evaluation pro-
cesses require resources for the component computations and storage and should
be sensitive to capacity utilization. The central result of interest was that partici-
pants who were more proficient in the verbal fluency test (namely those who pro-
duced a greater number of correct words per unit time) also had lower levels of
PET-measured brain activity (FDG uptake) in the relevant regions (bilateral tem-
poral and frontal lobes). The capacity utilization proposal accounts for this result
in terms of the resource supply that supports language processing. Participants
with a larger resource pool consume a smaller proportion of that pool, resulting
in less capacity utilization and, hence, less PET-measured neural activation.

3.2. Pupil dilation during language processing
Changes in the size of the pupil of the eye have been shown to reflect task demand
during a variety of cognitive tasks (Kahneman 1973). The pupil starts to dilate
gradually after the person encounters a significant cognitive demand, and this dila-
tion peaks �1200 ms after the onset of the demand (Janisse 1977, Beatty 1982). The
pupillary measure provides few clues about the locations of the underlying control-
ling neural systems. Instead, the measure may reflect a gross aggregate of local
demand–supply relationships, whose aggregation mechanisms are not well under-
stood. Also, pupillary measures may be less direct indicators of capacity utilization
than functional brain activation measures, because the pupillary dilation during
cognitive tasks has been hypothesized to be merely a correlate of resource demand;
it may be a consequence of the cortical modulation of the reticular formation, which
may also modulate some peripheral systems, including the pupillary control system
(Beatty 1982).

3.2.1. Resource demand: Pupillary responses have been shown to be a sensitive
index of processing demands that arise during sentence comprehension, where the
increased demand is operationalized by a more complex sentence structure.
Several studies have found a larger increase in pupil size for processing negative
than for affirmative sentences and larger for syntactically anomalous than for
well-formed sentences (Beatty 1982, Schluroff 1982). Pupillary responses are also
sensitive to more subtle processing demand, such as the processing of multiple
possible interpretations triggered by a lexical or syntactic ambiguity. Specifically,
pupil dilation increases more when participants are reading sentences containing a
lexical ambiguity compared to unambiguous sentences (Ben-Nun 1986) and in re-
sponse to sentences containing a syntactically ambiguous pre-positional phrase
compared to unambiguous sentences (Schluroff et al. 1986). The greater demand
of lexically or syntactically ambiguous structures is also apparent in the reading
time and comprehension accuracy (MacDonald et al. 1992, Miyake et al. 1994b).
This parallel between the pupillometric data and the reading time and accuracy
data suggests that resolving a linguistic ambiguity is a resource-dependent process,
and that the pupillary response is sensitive enough to reflect this extra demand.
Syntactic complexity imposes another type of processing demand that evokes a

greater pupillary response. In one study, the pupil size increase was greater if parti-
cipants listened to more linguistically complex sentences compared to less complex
sentences to paraphrase or memorize the sentences (Stanners et al. 1972). In our own
experiment, we measured changes in pupil size as participants read simpler versus
more complex sentences (Just and Carpenter 1993). The complex sentence types,
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object-relative sentences (such as The senator that the reporter attacked admitted the
error) took longer to process than their simpler counterparts (such as The senator
that attacked the reporter admitted the error) and elicited a greater change in the pupil
diameter (0.249 mm vs 0.203 mm). A contribution of the study was to show that the
increase in pupillary dilation was related to the increased processing at the point in
the sentence where the reader encountered the syntactic complexity. In this way, the
dilation measure also converged with increased gaze durations that were evoked at
the same point in the sentence (although with a much shorter latency). Figure 4
graphically illustrates the mean pupil size during the sampled interval.{ These curves
show that the maximum pupil size was larger during the reading of the more
demanding object-relative sentences. In sum, changes in pupil size are sensitive to
local resource demand imposed by the sentence comprehension.

3.3. ERP measures of task demand
The temporal resolution of ERPs is at least an order of magnitude finer than the
resolution provided by brain imaging or pupillary measures. Moreover, ERPs pre-
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Figure 4. The pupil diameter for subject relative sentences and object relative sentences
aligned according to the maximum amplitude. The curves indicate that the pupillometric
dilation is greater during the comprehension of the more complex object relative sentences.
From Just and Carpenter (1993: 320), copyright 1993 by the Canadian Psychological Asso-
ciation. Reprinted with permission.

{ They were obtained by averaging over only a sub-set (45%) of all the trials, excluding
those trials (19%) in which the maximum occurred within 113 ms (seven data samples) after
the beginning of the interval and those in which (36%) it occurred within 113 ms of the end of
the interval. The averages were obtained by aligning the pupil size measurements at the point
where the maximum occurred, and by including 1 s of data before the occurrence of the

maximum and 550 ms after the maximum. An average waveform was computed for each
participant in this way, and then an average of the subject averages was taken, and this
grand average was smoothed, producing the curves in figure 4.



sumably relate directly to neural electrical activity and, hence, they may provide an
index of capacity utilization under some circumstances. However, there are other
constraints that affect the measure’s mapping to capacity utilization. One is that
language processing may be somewhat altered by the typical experimental procedure
of presenting the individual words of a sentence at a rate that is approximately twice
as slow as normal reading (which is �250–300ms per word). Moreover, an ERP
waveform reflects a complex aggregate of both positive and negative electrical poten-
tials generated by the cascaded underlying cortical processes whose spatial distribu-
tions are largely unknown. Consequently, the ERP studies of most interest in this
article are those in which the experimental and control conditions involve qualita-
tively similar processes and which differ primarily quantitatively in the amount of
processing or storage demand that the task imposes. This important qualification
may permit us to spatially and temporally circumscribe the processes that are
involved in a task without a more detailed model of the correspondence between
specific ERP components and their functional correlates.

3.3.1. Resource demand: As was the case with some of the brain imaging and pu-
pillometric studies, a number of ERP studies have compared the comprehension
of relative-clause sentences that differ in complexity (Gunter et al. 1995, King and
Kutas 1995, Mecklinger et al. 1995). For example, King and Kutas (1995)
compared the ERPs elicited by reading object-relative and subject-relative sen-
tences, such as The reporter who the senator harshly attacked admitted the error
and The reporter who harshly attacked the senator admitted the error. The major
differences in the ERPs were localized to the verbs, essentially the same sentence
constituents that showed the major difference between the two sentence types. The
ERPs at the verbs in the object-relative sentences showed more prolonged negativ-
ity than the ERPs at the verbs in the corresponding subject-relative sentences,
particularly in the left anterior regions of the scalp. Moreover, better comprehen-
ders showed less of the left anterior negativity associated with the relative clause
than did poorer comprehenders, consistent with a difference in the neural effect of
resource supply.{
In examining the effect of processes that extend across multiple words, King and

Kutas (1995) found a very slow positive drift over the frontal electrode scalp loca-
tions during the comprehension of the subject-relative sentences, but not object-
relative sentences. Moreover, the positivity was greater for good comprehenders
than for poor comprehenders. According to Kutas and King (1996), this frontal
positivity may be a cumulative index of the successful construction of a coherent
sentence-level representation. The perspective provided by 3CAPS to such a result is
that the construction and temporary maintenance of the sentence representation
requires resources. While still largely conjectural, the consistent effects of task
demand and individual differences indicates that ERPs can be useful in examining
the capacity utilization associated with the comprehension of the sequence of words
that constitute complex sentences.
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{ The King and Kutas (1995) study separated good and poor comprehenders on the basis
of their accuracy to the comprehension questions to the subject-relative and object-relative
sentences used in the study.



ERP data may illuminate the allocation of working memory resources within the
language system to lower-level as compared to higher-level processes. Specifically,
the ERP components that have been linked to changes in resource allocation (in the
form of shifting attention) is the N1 and P2 complex. In general, N1 and sometimes
P2 amplitudes are greater for attended stimuli than for unattended stimuli in both
the auditory and visual modalities. It has been proposed that the N1 amplitude
indexes the amount of resources devoted to processing an information channel
that can be selected on the basis of spatial information. King and Kutas (1995)
found substantial variations in the size of the N1-P2 complex that correlated with
overall levels of comprehension, with poor comprehenders showing larger posterior
N1-P2 amplitudes than good comprehenders in most cases. Poor comprehenders
may have allocated more attention to visual processing or word encoding than did
good comprehenders.
Other consistent findings concerning attentional allocation during language pro-

cessing have been obtained in ERP studies that focused at the discourse level (Raney
1993, St George et al. 1994). For example, in St George et al.’s (1994) study, when
participants read an ambiguous, vague passage either with or without a passage title
that would clarify the meaning of the text, a larger P1–N1 component was elicited by
the individual words when the title was present than when it was absent. This finding
suggests that the presence of the title may have made high-level comprehension
processes easier and, thereby, enabled the participants to allocate more resources
to other aspects of the reading process, such as low-level word recognition and
lexical access. In favour of this view, an index of high-level integration difficulty,
namely the N400 component, was smaller when the title was present than when it
was absent, showing the opposite pattern to the early P1–N1 component.

3.3.2. Resource supply: A recent ERP study also reports that the rapid, success-
ful integration of semantic and syntactic information may be influenced, at least
in part, by the availability of working memory resources as assessed by a correlate
of the Daneman and Carpenter (1980) reading span task (Mecklinger et al. 1995).
This study used young German college students as participants and compared the
ERPs elicited during the reading of different right-branching relative-clause sen-
tences containing either a semantically neutral verb or a verb that was semanti-
cally biased toward either an object-relative or subject-relative interpretation. The
German sentence structures were such that the relative-clause verb always oc-
curred after the two noun phrases that would serve as the agent and recipient of
that action. The amplitude of the N400 observed on the neutral verb (in compari-
son to the semantically biased verb) was larger for high-span than low-span com-
prehenders,{ indicating that high-span readers anticipated the kinds of verbs that
would likely follow these two noun phrases and, hence, had difficulty integrating
the neutral verb with their running representation of the sentence. In other words,
high-span readers may be able to take advantage of semantic constraints provided
by the context to facilitate the analysis of syntactic information. This interpreta-
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{ The Mecklinger et al. (1995) study separated the participants primarily in terms of the
speed with which they answered accompanying comprehension questions, but this measure
was significantly correlated with working memory capacity, as measured by Daneman and
Carpenter (1980) reading span test, r ¼ �0:51, p < 0:05.



tion is consistent with the finding from reading-time studies that high-span readers
are better than low-span readers at taking contextual information into account to
guide their sentence interpretation (Just and Carpenter 1992).
In this section, we have reviewed how task demand and linguistic skill relate to

three measures of brain activation. The claim is that aspects of these neural indices
can be related to the resource consumption dimension in the 3CAPS architecture. In
an earlier description of 3CAPS (Just and Carpenter 1992), we showed how
increased complexity in sentence comprehension was associated with increased pro-
cessing time, resulting in a processing time profile that corresponded closely to the
reading time profiles obtained with college students. We now argue that capacity
utilization is a related but separable dimension of the processing within the cognitive
architecture. Moreover, it is this construal of capacity utilization that relates to
neural indices of processing. When a higher proportion of the activation resources
are needed for successful processing, there tends to be higher levels of activity in the
associated large-scale cortical neural systems. A higher proportion of resources is
needed when either the task is made quantitatively more demanding or if the indi-
vidual is less skilled in that domain. In the next section, we will argue that these
arguments hold not just for the language system but for the spatial processing system
as well.

4. The spatial processing system

Spatial processing includes mental rotation, translation and other rigid and non-
rigid spatial transformations that are commonly elicited in visual problem solving,
such as psychometric tests of spatial ability. The theory proposes that the resources
underlying visuospatial reasoning are somewhat separable from those supporting
language processing in normal young adults, an assumption that is supported by
numerous psychometric studies that yield domain-specific factors underlying verbal
and spatial cognitive abilities for healthy young adults (Carroll 1993, Shah and
Miyake 1996). We will discuss visually based tasks, although parts of the spatial
system may also be activated through haptically encoded displays (Carpenter and
Eisenberg 1978).
The brain organization for visuospatial processing includes several cortical areas,

but we focus on two pathways that originate in the occipital area and have extensive
connections in V2, V4 and V5, and then project forward. One pathway, the ventral
stream, feeds into the inferior temporal lobe and is considered to be largely specia-
lized for object recognition. Lesions in this area in monkeys and humans cause
deficits in visual discrimination tasks, including face perception and visual object
agnosia (Ungerleider and Haxby 1994). The second sub-system, the dorsal stream,
connects to the parietal lobe and is involved in spatial analysis and processing
(Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982). Lesions in this area are associated with visuospatial
neglect, optic ataxia and difficulties in spatial learning, such as stylus maze learning
(Ungerleider and Haxby 1994). Although there is a differentiation between the two
pathways, they are extensively linked by known anatomical feedforward and feed-
back connections, suggesting that the two pathways might operate in conjunction
with each other to accomplish many visual cognition functions. While we focus on
these two networks, they do not exhaust the visuospatial system; for example, there
are neuroanatomical connections between the visuospatial neural systems and the
pre-frontal cortex. In delayed-match-to-sample tasks, activation occurs conjointly in
the inferior parietal area and the pre-frontal area (in the region of the principal
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sulcus) of the monkey in tasks that involve maintaining spatial position (Friedman
and Goldman-Rakic 1994). As in the case of the language system, the precise ana-
tomical decomposition is not critical to our argument.
If neural activity reflects capacity utilization, then the performance of a more

demanding visuospatial transformation task should entail more brain activity than a
less demanding task. In addition, neural activation in this system should decrease
with visuospatial skill. Within the visuospatial system, the normal individual differ-
ences in the functional resource supply can be assessed with psychometric spatial
tests (Just and Carpenter 1985) and with a spatial span task that was constructed to
be analogous to the reading-span task and that correlates highly with scores from
spatial psychometric tests (Shah and Miyake 1996).

4.1. Functional imaging of spatial processing
4.1.1. Resource demand: An increase in the demand of certain types of visuospa-
tial processes generally results in more brain activation in a network of areas, as
assessed with various neuroimaging measures. A study that manipulated task de-
mand in visuospatial processing was a mental rotation task in which some trial
types required more rotation than others and which used magneto-encephalogra-
phy (MEG) to measure the resulting modulation in brain activity (Michel et al.
1994). Here, demand is measured either in terms of the size of the rotation angle
through which a representation must be mentally rotated or in terms of the pro-
cessing of a computational model of the task performance (Just and Carpenter
1985). Although, strictly speaking, MEG is not a brain imaging technique in the
same sense as PET or fMRI, this study reported two interesting results relevant to
the 3CAPS theory. First, the duration of the MEG-measured cortical activity
(suppression of activity in the �-frequency range, namely 8–12Hz) was monotoni-
cally related to the size of the rotation angle. Thus, the more demanding the trial
type was, the longer the MEG-measured activity persisted. Although this result
converges with behavioural reaction-time measures (as well as the ERP data we
will discuss later), it does not directly reflect on capacity utilization. The second
interesting result was that the number of activated areas increased when the rota-
tion angle was very large. Although most of the task-relevant brain activity was in
the right hemisphere, additional areas (in the left hemisphere) became activated
only when the rotation angle was very large. It is possible that when the spatial-
processing demand is very high, additional brain areas are brought into play, ana-
logously to the result in the language comprehension study (Just et al. 1996c),
showing increasing involvement in the non-dominant hemisphere as task difficulty
increased. The MEG measurements, thus, indicate that both the duration and the
location of cortical activity are sensitive to the task demand.
More recently, Carpenter et al. (1999) used fMRI to show that the activation

volume in the parietal lobule increases with the size of the rotation angle in a
Shepard-Metzler rotation task. Earlier neuroimaging studies had shown that activa-
tion occurs in the parietal region during mental rotation (Cohen et al. 1996,
Alivisatos and Petrides 1997), but had not investigated how the cognitive workload
affects the amount of activation. The resource-demand perspective of 3CAPS pre-
dicts that there should be an increase in fMRI-measured activation in the parietal
regions as a function of the amount of mental rotation. The experimental conditions
involved a graded manipulation of the angular disparity between the two Shepard-
Metzler figures, either 08, 408, 808 or 1208, along with control (grid) condition in
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which subjects looked back and forth between corresponding cells of two grids. As
predicted, there was a monotonic increase in the amount of parietal activation as a
function of the increase in angular disparity. As the left-hand panel of figure 5
indicates, the number of significantly activated voxels (number of volume elements
or voxels activated above a fixed threshold) in the parietal region, most of which
were in and around the intraparietal sulcus, increased monotonically with angular
disparity. According to the theoretical account, larger angular disparities require
more resources for both computing more intermediate orientations and for main-
taining representations of both stimuli being compared.
The results provide additional detail besides the monotonic relation between

cognitive workload and brain activation. First, the amount of activation and effect
of the rotation angle is similar in the left and right hemispheres, indicating the
involvement of the parietal lobule of both hemispheres to similar degrees in this
visuospatial task. The bilaterality is most asymmetric at 08, where the right hemi-
sphere is noticeably more responsive than the left, suggesting that bilaterality may
increase with the task’s demand, as it does in language processing. Secondly, the
increased activation with rotation angle is manifested not only as an increase in the
volume of activation (number of voxels activated), but also in their mean change in
signal intensity (relative to a baseline fixation condition), as shown in the right-hand
panel of figure 5. In summary, the cortical systems subserving spatial processing
show increased activation with increased demand in mental rotation.

4.1.2. Resource supply: One way to systematically decrease the capacity utiliza-
tion in a task is to provide practice that increases the participants’ level of skill. If
participants receive training or practice that improves their procedural knowledge,
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Figure 5. The average number of activated voxels for the left and right parietal regions
during mental rotation increases as a function of the increase in angular disparity (left
panel), as does the mean percentage of increase in MR signal intensity over the fixation
condition (right panel). The results for the right hemisphere are shown by filled symbols and
for the left by open symbols.



they might be able to perform the task more efficiently, consuming a lesser
amount of resources. Consistent with this prediction, a PET study (Haier et al.
1992) found that weeks of practice in the computer game Tetris not only led to
improved performance in behavioural terms, but also reduced the amount of
PET-measured activity (FDG—2-dyoxy-D-glucose labelled with F-18—uptake). It
may be that there are new procedures acquired through practice that are less de-
manding of resources and, hence, entail a lower level of capacity utilization.
The facilitating effect of resource supply in visuospatial processing is consistent

with a photon emission tomography (SPECT) study of individual differences in
spatial ability (Charlot et al. 1992). Eleven participants were classified as high in
spatial ability and 11 as low, as a function of having scored in the top third or
bottom third of two widely-used psychometric tests of spatial ability. The experi-
mental task required participants to visualize overflight between landmarks on a pre-
memorized map. As the resource perspective predicts, the low ability group showed a
substantial, reliable increase in SPECT-measured whole-cortex cerebral blood flow
in the spatial imagery task (compared to a baseline), whereas the high ability group
showed a much smaller (one third the size) and unreliable increase. (Examination of
activity in specific cortical regions indicated that the task activation in the high
ability group was more differentiated than in the low ability group). Thus, two
groups that might be thought to differ in the supply of resources produced appro-
priately different whole cortex blood flow during the experimental task.

4.2. Pupil dilation during spatial processing
Changes in pupil size can also provide a useful index of capacity demand during
spatial thinking tasks, such as mental rotation. In our own study (Just and Carpenter
1995), participants who were psychometrically classified as higher or lower in spatial
skill judged whether a pair of irregular two-dimensional hexagons depicted the same
figure (except for some disparity in orientation) or mirror-image figures, while their
pupil sizes were being monitored. The two hexagons in a pair were presented at
different orientations. A 3CAPS computational model of the process showed that,
as angular disparity increases, successful performance requires more computation
and storage, resulting in an increase in capacity utilization with degree of angular
disparity. Consistent with the model, the pupillary response on the ‘Same’ trials
increased monotonically as angular disparity increased. Secondly, the pupil size
changes for low spatial participants were significantly greater than for the high
spatial participants, indicating that the capacity utilization for the same operation
was greater for individuals with less ability. Assuming that high spatial participants
have more resources for spatial processing than low spatial participants, the differ-
ence between the groups is consistent with the interpretation that the ratio of
demand to supply of resources may have been greater for the low spatial partici-
pants. These data suggest that the pupillary response is an index of capacity utiliza-
tion, rather than an index of the absolute processing/storage demand placed on the
participant.
A dynamic system, such as the 3CAPS cognitive simulation of mental rotation,

provides several alternative indices of resource consumption that might plausibly
correspond to the aggregate demand that is assessed by pupillary dilation. The
function that best fit the pupillometric data across rotation conditions was the one
that measured the proportion of the total activation that was consumed by the
processing function of the model. In the absence of a more precise model of how
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pupillary dilation relates to cognitive demand, it is probably not worthwhile to more
precisely determine the corresponding 3CAPS parameters. Nevertheless, the corre-
spondence between activation consumption in 3CAPS and the pupillometric data
supports the general claim of correspondence.

4.3. ERPs during spatial processing
4.3.1. Resource demand: ERP data can also serve as a useful index of capacity
utilization during spatial thinking tasks, specifically during mental rotation (Peron-
net and Farah 1989, Wijers et al. 1989, Desrocher et al. 1995). In these studies,
ERPs were recorded while the participants judged whether a stimulus letter was
normal or mirror-imaged. All three rotation studies found that as the angular dis-
parity increased, there was increasingly more negativity in the ERP waveforms in
the latency range of 350–800 ms. Figure 6 illustrates this angular disparity effect
observed in the Peronnet and Farah (1989) study. The graph plots the difference
in ERP amplitude between the 08 disparity condition and each of the 458, 908,
1358 and 1808 rotation conditions in the latency range of 400–800 ms. As the fig-
ure indicates, the amount of negativity in the ERPs shows a monotonic increase
with increasing angular disparity, particularly for the parietal and occipital leads.
Peronnet and Farah (1989) also found some amplitude differences in other latency
ranges (i.e. some positivity in the 800–1200 ms range and further negativity in the
1200–1700 ms range), but these differences did not show systematic effects of an-
gular disparity.
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Figure 6. The increase in the waveform size in the range of 400–800 ms following stimulus
presentation for the electrodes in the parietal (Pz), occipital (Oz) and central (Cz) areas as
a function of rotation condition compared to the 08 condition. The measure is the area
between the baseline condition waveform and the rotation condition waveforms. The
monotonic increase is consistent with increasing effort as a function of angular rotation.
From Peronnet and Farah (1989: 285), copyright 1989 by Academic Press. Reprinted with
permission.



Another ERP study used more complex stimuli to examine the patterns of elec-
trophysiological activity during mental rotation (Rosler et al. 1995). In this study,
participants were briefly (3 s) shown a six-pointed star that consisted of 12 isosceles
triangles, a few of which were filled. The star then disappeared, quickly followed by
one of the three signal tones that indicated how much they should mentally rotate
the star (either 08, 608 or 1208). About 10 s after the onset of the tone signal, a probe
star was presented, for which the participants were to decide whether the specified
mental rotation was correctly performed or not. Despite the fact that this study
examined a much larger temporal window (15 s after the onset of the original
star), the onset of the rotation process, signalled by one of the three tones, triggered
pronounced negative potentials which extended over several seconds. The negative
shift in slow waves was systematically related to the amount of mental rotation
required, the more demanding rotation requirement inducing stronger negativity
over the central and particularly the parietal leads. Such clear effects of angular
disparity may again reflect the demand imposed on a network of cortical areas for
visuospatial processing.
One interesting finding that emerges from these ERP studies of mental rotation

concerns the sites of electrodes that demonstrate a clear, systematic effect of angular
disparity. Central leads (Desrocher et al. 1995, Rosler et al. 1995) and occipital leads
(Peronnet and Farah 1989) showed some systematic effects in a sub-set of the studies,
but the effects were much more pronounced over the parietal leads in all four ERP
studies discussed here. The distribution of the electrode sites showing rotation effects
contrasts with ERP studies of language processing, which show that the frontal and
central electrode sites show greater effects of syntactic complexity in language tasks
like sentence comprehension (King and Kutas 1995). This difference in the distri-
bution of electrodes that are sensitive to spatial and language tasks is consistent with
the hypothesis that different neural circuits are recruited for spatial thinking and for
language comprehension.
In sum, neuroimaging, pupillometric and ERP studies show increasing activation

in the spatial system as a function of the task demand for mental rotation tasks, and
they also provide evidence (although less extensive) that activation decreases with
psychometrically-assessed spatial skill. These initial results are consistent with the
proposed mapping of 3CAPS onto the visuospatial system. More generally, the
convergence of the data in the visuospatial system suggest that a common set of
principles may underlie the functioning of cognitive systems as disparate as the one
that handles language comprehension and the one that handles visuospatial imagery.
Furthermore, the results suggest that the concept of capacity utilization can be
fruitfully mapped onto a diverse set of neurophysiological results.

5. The executive system

‘Executive processes’ refer to a constellation of meta-processes that enable relatively
complex problem solving. They are executive processes in that they provide structure
and organization to first order cognitive processes by generating and maintaining
task goals and sub-goals (Carpenter et al. 1990), maintaining sequence and order
information (Petrides 1995), inhibiting dominant but inappropriate responses
(Roberts et al. 1994), helping to maintain information over time (Fuster 1997),
switching back and forth between multiple tasks (Rogers and Monsell 1995) and
integrating and coordinating information from multiple modalities (Emerson et al.
1999). Executive processes may enable the performance of complex tasks such as
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non-routine decision making, judgement and planning (Mesulam 1990), as well as
performance in apparently much simpler tasks (such as delayed-match-to-sample)
that require overcoming the normal tendency to respond immediately. In this sec-
tion, we primarily focus on the executive system’s role in the coordination of dual
task performance and the planning and goal tracking in problem solving.
The same general principles proposed for the language and visuospatial pro-

cessing systems may also apply to the executive system. Specifically, the amount
of activation in the pre-frontal cortex should vary with the demand on executive
processes and the supply of resources that an individual has available relative to the
demand. At the behavioural level, the resources demanded for goal generation,
maintenance and tracking has a large influence on the error rates for complex
visual analogy problems (Carpenter et al. 1990). Also, consistent individual differ-
ences emerge as a factor in complex reasoning tasks, irrespective of the format or
domain (visual, verbal, numerical) in which the problems are presented (Snow et al.
1984). The fact that some individual differences are consistent across formats or
domains suggests the common variance may be a manifestation of a resource pool
for executive processes, which works together with but is independent of the lan-
guage and visuospatial systems.
The executive system has been identified primarily with the pre-frontal cortex for

several reasons. First, the pre-frontal cortex has widespread connections with just
about every type of paralimbic associative and cortical associative areas, including
the language and visuospatial areas. By contrast, it does not receive direct sensory
input the way the linguistic and spatial systems do, which is consistent with a more
abstract role, such as coordinating and inhibiting systems that are functionally
embedded within it (Mesulam 1990). Also, inferences about its overall contribution
have been drawn from studies of neuropsychological patients who have lesions in the
frontal lobe and show impairments in planning, abstraction and higher-level cogni-
tion (Shallice 1988). In addition to direct lesions of the pre-frontal area, the ‘frontal
syndrome’ is often manifested by patients with multifocal white matter disease out-
side of the pre-frontal region (Mesulam 1990). This observation suggests that such
dysfunctions can arise if there are sufficient impairments in the cognitive sub-systems
that feed forward to and receive feedback from the pre-frontal system. Although the
pre-frontal region itself can be further decomposed, neither the functional descrip-
tion nor the mapping to cortical circuitry are agreed upon, and this refinement is not
crucial for the current theoretical point.

5.1. Functional imaging of executive processing
5.1.1. Resource demand: The theory predicts that the amount of task demand re-
lated to planning, sequencing and other executive processes should be associated
with increased activation in the pre-frontal regions. In the realm of problem sol-
ving, it has been shown that the difficulty level of a Tower of London puzzle af-
fects the amount of concomitant pre-frontal brain activation (Baker et al. 1996).
The Tower of London puzzle requires participants to plan a sequence of several
moves to transform a set of three objects (depicted as billiard balls) from one loca-
tion to another with some constraints (e.g. no ball can be moved if there is a ball
on top of it). The participants were able to plan easier problems (requiring two or
three moves) in � 5 and 7 s on average, respectively, and harder problems (requir-
ing either four or five moves) in 13 and 18 s on average, providing behavioural evi-
dence of the relative difficulty of the various problem types. The main finding of
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interest for the capacity theory, however, concerns the comparison of brain activa-
tion in the easy and hard problems. The harder problems produced a significantly
higher level of activation in the rostrolateral pre-frontal cortex, consistent with the
hypothesis that the harder problems were more demanding of executive processes.
The amount of activation of the pre-frontal cortex in a short-term memory task

showed sensitivity to increasing task demand (Braver et al. 1997). The Continuous
Performance Task requires updating and maintaining sequence information as par-
ticipants monitor for matches in a sequence of letters. As the targets occurred either
0, 1 or 2 back, there was a monotonic increase in the amount of activation in the pre-
frontal cortex.
The involvement of the pre-frontal cortex in the coordination of dual-task per-

formance was supported by the results of an fMRI study that contrasted dual task
and single task performance. Even though the demand imposed by either one of two
tasks alone (a semantic category judgement and a mental rotation task) was not
sufficient to activate the dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex (DLPFC) (Brodmann’s
Areas 9 and 46), the demand imposed by having to perform the two tasks concur-
rently did (D’Esposito et al. 1995). More generally, the pre-frontal system may be
evoked when the demands of a task are high and, hence, requires some strategic
coordination of processing and storage even within a single sub-system.{
Numerous studies have found activation in the pre-frontal region associated with

short-term information maintenance. However, what is important for the current
theoretical claim is that the activation showed sensitivity to the amount of demand
(at least in the few studies that have parametrically varied the demand related to
information maintenance, updating and goal generation). In addition to task
demand, the other part of the capacity utilization equation has to do with resource
supply, as reflected in cognitive skill. The evidence is beginning to accrue that cog-
nitive skill is negatively related to activation in these types of tasks.

5.1.2. Resource supply: A few studies that have examined individual differences
in brain activity in reasoning tasks have found increased activation for lower scor-
ing individuals. One of the first imaging studies of cognitive individual differences
(Haier et al. 1988) used FDG-PET to measure the brain activity of eight partici-
pants varying in their score on the Raven Progressive Matrices Test, which is a
non-verbal, complex visual analogy task. One of the main determinants that dis-
tinguishes college students who score high in this test from those who score lower
is the ability to generate and keep track of more problem solving sub-goals
(Carpenter et al. 1990), which might relate to the size of the resource supply for
executive processing. In the Haier et al. (1988) study, people with higher scores on
the Raven test had lower levels of brain activity (cerebral glucose metabolic rate).
The negative correlation held for activation in multiple regions, and was largest in
the left and right temporal lobes, with correlations ranging from � 0:73 to � 0:92
in six temporal regions (Haier 1993). Although the brain imaging data are limited,
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owing to the small number of participants (n ¼ 8) and to the non-independent as-
sessment of capacity, the study provides remarkably compatible findings that are

intuitively plausible but not easily encompassed by conventional cognitive theories

that lack a dimension of intensity.

In sum, a few studies relating individual differences in cognitive ability to those in

brain activity have reported higher levels of brain activity among participants of

lower skill. Such studies are still limited by the cost of measuring the brain activity of

a sizable number of participants. They are also limited by the lack of independent

measures of performance that indicate that the higher- and lower-skill groups used

the same strategy, as well as by the typical limitation that the evidence based on

individual differences is correlational in nature and, thus, open to alternative inter-

pretations. The available evidence, however, is quite consistent with the predictions

derived from the capacity theory.

5.2. ERPs during executive processing

The availability of cognitive resources for executive processing has been studied in

the context of human-factors studies of how task demand and participant character-

istics affect dual task performance. In the 3CAPS framework, cognitive workload

refers to the capacity utilization within the involved systems, including their coordi-

nation. Parasuraman (1990) summarized a number of ERP studies of the effects of

cognitive workload in multitask situations and proposed that some components of

the ERPs, particularly the P300 waveform, may provide an index of the relative

resource allocation to each of the dual tasks. For example, participants might be

asked to count the number of visual flashes that occur during a given interval, while

simultaneously monitoring a visual display for changes in the direction of motion of

the display elements (Isreal et al. 1980). The P300 amplitude for the secondary flash-

counting task decreases as resources are deallocated from the secondary task to the

primary task when the primary task is made more difficult. At the same time, the

greater the amount of resources allocated to the primary task, the larger the ampli-

tude of the P300 in response to a primary task event. The allocation of resources

between dual tasks can also be manipulated through instructions and payoffs, and

these manipulations also produce the expected effect on the amplitude of some com-

ponent (not always the P300) of the ERP (Parasuraman 1985). Note that these

results mean that the presence of a primary task can produce a decrease in the

amplitude of the electrical response to the secondary task quite rapidly, within 300

ms of the stimulus. The P300 effect, thus, cannot easily be attributed to a deliberate

(or controlled) strategic attempt to allocate resources after the stimulus has been

presented.

Exactly how various ERP components correspond to the complex underlying

cognitive processes is as yet not clear; nevertheless, these and earlier-mentioned

studies suggest that there are systematic and interpretable effects of quantitative

changes in task demand on ERP components. Perhaps one of the most interesting

developments to emerge is the suggestion, both in these multitask situations and in

the language comprehension domain (such as the studies of King and Kutas (1995)),

that ERP measures provide indices of capacity utilization in the cascaded sub-pro-

cesses that differ in their temporal profile.
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6. General conclusions

The interpretation of three disparate measures of neural activity (neuroimaging,

pupillary dilation and ERPs) within a resource theory provides support for the

main claim that there is a unifying construct, namely capacity utilization, that is

an important metric of processing in tasks that stress immediate computation. The

metric can be interpreted within a theory of the cognitive architecture, 3CAPS, that

specifies both the types of representations and processes that are being computed and

the nature of the resources that support those computations. The novel proposal is

that these functional concepts of task demand and resource supply can be related to

a variety of data on neural function in language comprehension, spatial processing

and problem solving.

Before expanding on the implications of this approach, it is useful to reiterate

some of its boundary conditions. One important boundary condition is that the tasks

entailed some computation, such as language comprehension, visualization and

problem solving. These immediate thought tasks constitute an operationalization

of ‘working memory’, one which stresses the ‘working’ aspect of the construct

(Just and Carpenter 1992, Miyake and Shah 1999). A second boundary condition

is that the comparisons typically involve conditions that differ quantitatively in

demand, while keeping the qualitative properties as similar as possible. A third

boundary condition is that the task must be doable across the range of conditions

with the same strategies by all individuals. If a task cannot be performed in one

condition, or if it is performed by using different processes in different conditions,

then the study no longer conforms to the assumption that the underlying processes

differ quantitatively. However, if these boundary conditions are met, then some very

interesting and novel claims can be made about the relation between the cognitive

processes and the resulting neural indices.

One way of emphasizing the novelty of the current theoretical orientation, at

least from the perspective of cognitive research, is by contrasting capacity utilization

with temporal processing measures. Processing time measures certainly vie for the

title of most common dependent measure in cognitive psychology, tracing back to at

least the 1960s. The current theory proposes that processing time may be a useful

index of demand, but that the relation is indirect because tasks that make little

demand on resources per unit time can, nevertheless, take a long time. It is the

claim of the current proposal that it is not time per se but capacity utilization that

is more directly related to the neural activity. The emphasis on neural activity is not

at all novel from the perspective of neuroscience, where researchers have long meas-

ured neural firing rates and hypothesized that they relate to behaviour. From this

perspective, the novelty of the current proposal is the explicit link between a func-

tional model of high-level cognition and the large-scale networks that perform the

underlying cognitive computations.

The current analysis also supports the hypothesis that the supply of resources

varies among normal individuals. In addition, pathological neurological changes

(such as those associated with stroke and dementia, etc.) may also be construed as

functionally reducing the resource supply, even though these neurological changes

may correspond to a number of different neurobiological mechanisms. The changes

in any of these mechanisms may reduce the efficiency of the neural circuitry that sub-

serves some particular computation or computations. This theoretical view implies

that it is possible to relate at least some aspects of the processing by neurological
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populations to the processing of unimpaired individuals (Miyake et al. 1994a,
Haarmann et al. 1997).
It is difficult to compare the 3CAPS account of these data to that of some

alternative cognitive architecture, simply because so few other architectures have
explicitly addressed the quantitative aspects of brain activation. However, 3CAPS
is a connectionist-type architecture, and it should be possible to generate isomorphic
proposals using indices of demand in other connectionist architectures. The goal of
the current article is not to argue that 3CAPS is the only answer; rather, the goal is to
illustrate how this cognitive architecture provides a useful framework of at two levels
of analysis for mapping between neural function and cognitive performance. A
second point to raise is that 3CAPS is one member of an evolving family of archi-
tectures. Stimulated by the dynamics and quantitative properties of the fMRI data,
we are currently developing a new generation of modelling environments that will
address some of the multitude of issues raised by these data (for a preliminary report,
see Just et al. 1999). These issues include the mechanisms underlying resource alloca-
tion, the detailed functional relations among cognitive sub-systems and their devel-
opment. Thus, 3CAPS is only an approximation, but one that highlights the
usefulness of considering an aggregate approach to cognitive sub-systems.

6.1. Applications to human performance and ergonomics
The theoretical approach provides not only scientific understanding, but also a set of
analytical tools to measure and control cognitive workload. 3CAPS has previously
proven itself useful in two human–computer interaction applications, using a purely
behavioural approach, without regard to brain activity. One example is the work of
Huguenard et al. (1997), which examined the use of a menu during a telephone-based
interaction. Another example is the work of Byrne and Bovair (1997), who studied a
frequent memory failure during the interaction with an ATM (automatic teller
machine).
More recent work has used the successor theory to 3CAPS, namely 4CAPS (in

which the 4th C stands for Cortical), to apply the approach to dual task performance
(Just et al. 1999, 2001). The main purpose of the task was to examine brain activa-
tion during two high-level cognitive tasks that were intended to be representative of
driving a car while using a cell phone. The actual tasks were mental rotation and
verifying auditorily presented sentences as true or false. The study showed that the
amount of brain activation associated with each of the two tasks was substantially
lower (by 25–40%) when each task was being performed concurrently with the other
task, compared to when it was performed alone. To be sure, the behavioural per-
formance also declined reliably, but not substantially, in the dual task situation. (It is
important to note that when these two tasks were performed alone, they primarily
activated different neural substrates, temporal and parietal areas, respectively. The
non-overlap assures that any constraint on conjoint activation is not due just to
competition for the same neural mechanisms.) Thus, there appear to be constraints
on the conjoint functioning of multiple activated cortical areas. These system-wide
resource constraints manifest themselves when subjects perform two high-level cog-
nitive tasks concurrently. If there were no system-wide resource constraints, one
would expect that the activation in a dual task would simply be the sum of the
activations in each of the two single tasks, or even more than the sum (overadditive),
because of additional overhead costs in performing both tasks simultaneously.
However, the fMRI study clearly showed that the activation in the dual task was
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far less than the union of the two single tasks, indicating an overall resource con-
straint. The results are being replicated in which a computerized driving task is
paired with auditory sentence verification, and the same results occur, increasing
the likely generality of the findings to applied settings.
These results make it possible to calibrate levels of task demand in a dual task

situation to the degree of interference mutually imposed by the two tasks. The
system-wide constraints should apply when the brain activity in both tasks together
approaches some upper limit. Using this perspective, it should be possible to deter-
mine at what level of traffic speed and density the language processing task affects
driving-related brain activation. Similarly, it should be possible to determine what
level of demand in the sentence processing task affects the brain activation associated
with a given level of driving difficulty.
In summary, the current approach suggests that a fruitful level of analysis of

workload is at the level of the cognitive system, which is orders of magnitude more
molar than the neuronal level addressed by much of neuroscience. Even within
cognitive systems, we have chosen a fairly high level, one that corresponds to the
architectural and resource components needed to accomplish relatively complex
cognitive activities, such as comprehending a sentence, rotating a visually presented
display, or solving a complex analogy. From the perspective of cognitive neu-
roscience, this corresponds to very large-scale sets of interacting neural networks.
These networks are apparently not localized in a small brain region, at least for most
of the types of tasks described. This is not the only level at which mappings can be
made between cognition and neural activity and, indeed, mappings have been pro-
posed frequently at much finer levels and, sometimes, at more molar levels. However,
the particular tasks examined have a time course and level of difficulty that is
compatible with many cognitive paradigms and also with many neuroscience meth-
odologies and, thus, may be particularly useful in the emerging field of neuroergo-
nomics.
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